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Abstract

Background and Objectives: Orienting its approach based on Islamic viewpoint (Quran and Hadith), this study aimed to investigate effectiveness of forgiveness therapy, inclination to forgive, and marital adjustment in affected women who referred to counseling centers in Tehran.

Methods: This study was a semi-experimental research which made use of test-retest methodology and control group. Statistical population contained women who had suffered unfaithfulness by their husbands and referred to counseling centers of Tehran in the summer 2015. A number of 30 samples were selected in purposive and convenience manners and were categorized in two test and control groups. After conduction of pretest, which applied Spanier Dyadic Adjustment Scale and Amnesty Ray et al., members of the test group attended in nine 90-minute weekly sessions of forgiveness therapy based on Islamic viewpoint. Finally, posttest was conducted on both groups with the same tool.

Results: Results of multivariable analysis of covariance showed that forgiveness therapy based on Islamic viewpoint has a significant effect on increased levels of willingness to forgive and marital adjustment in women.

Conclusion: The results showed that forgiveness therapy based on Islamic viewpoints could be applied in designation of therapeutic interventions.
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Introduction

An unhealthy family is mainly characterized by lack of intimacy (1). Research shows that infidelity happens in successful marriages where couples have good and healthy relations, as well. Prevalence of infidelity is important since individuals believe that it does not pose a great hazard to them and thus they fail to take required precaution (2). The Holy Quran, 3:161 and 3:162, has held infidelity to be a context for divine wrath. Elsewhere in 4:107, 8:58, and 22:38, infidelity has been known as a cause of deprivation from divine affection (3). Reactions made by the afflicted parties as to infidelity of their couples include intense suffering, shame, fear of loneliness, feeling of guilt, disappointment, anger, obsessions about the behavior of the spouse, nightmares, destruction of confidence, and long-run depression and anxiety. These are also symptoms of trauma. Other consequences of a spouse’s infidelity might be referred to as mayhem, killing the spouse, and committing suicide. In several cases, husbands have killed their wives due to existence of a third party, i.e., another partner (4). Another incident which most possibly occurs after an infidelity is marital maladjustment, which is given rise after discovery of an infidelity. This is, therefore, necessary to amend the damages caused by infidelity. Marital adjustment is generated as an outcome of general satisfaction from common life, sexual relationships, and emotional satisfaction.
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Frequency of marital relationships in afflicted couples is less than ordinary ones. In verbal communications, afflicted couples express higher degrees of negative statements and criticisms and lower levels of positive descriptions (5). Psychologically speaking, adjusted human beings are better able to properly analyze information and regulate a realistic system of values for themselves rather than being impacted by emotional fluctuations and disagreements. This trend would help such an individual achieve a better feeling. Adjustment is a vital factor of life satisfaction and commitment to marital life (6). Forgiveness therapy constitutes a major approach applied in the field of controlling and treating reactions toward marital infidelities. Studies on forgiveness therapy have made great progress, the one which is a result of a change in psychology’s focus concentrating on treatment of problems and promotion of personal development. This positive psychological initiative has managed to attract attention of several scholars and individuals (7), since it has adopted a dissimilar language and focus on such positive emotions as hope, gratitude, astonishment, and delight. Standing as a barrier onto impacts of negative stresses and emotions (8), forgiveness serves as an intrapersonal phenomenon where forgiver undergoes a drastic change. Forgiveness might be examined as an interpersonal process in the area of interrelationships, as well. Primary focus of psychological studies on the issue of forgiveness was basically molded in confrontation with the issue that many victims forgave those who wronged them (7). Forgiveness of others enables an individual to become capable of restoring and maintaining relations in case of conflicts. Forgiveness is releasing negative emotions and recognitions as well as intentions to take revenge and express verbal aggressions that are provoked in response to injustices (9). Forgiveness-provoked motivational changes ultimately lead to lower degrees of peoples’ intentions to emanate retaliatory reactions and call forth higher levels of adoption of self-control measures against an offender. Forgiveness is a strongly positive strategy which is employed in order to deal with others’ offences through reorientation of thoughts, emotions, and reactions against an offender. It is an intrapersonal and interpersonal process that is freely chosen by a forgiver (10). Forgiveness contains a positive response of affection against an offender.

The process of forgiveness is not similar to condonation, forgetfulness, and compromise. A forgiver is less likely to make safety relationships with the offender. Individuals’ proclivity to forgive influences upon their friendly relations, causing reduced levels of stress through a decrease in amount of cortisol. Individuals who are ranked high in possession of forgiveness tend to report more positive motivations and higher degrees of life satisfaction (11). In Islamic texts, forgiveness is regarded as a quality of the pious and a therapeutic method. The Holy Quran maintains that forgiveness is a feature of virtuous believers, and those who are characterized by forgiveness are more virtuous. It, in addition to its invitation to forgiveness, negates revenge, malice, and enmity (3). On account of our Islamist society and necessity of observance of ethical principles in interpersonal relations, the present research is aimed at examination of effectiveness of forgiveness therapy based on Islam’s viewpoints on marital adjustment and tendency to forgive in the women afflicted by infidelity.

**Methods**

Research plan of this research was a test-retest study with control group. Statistical population of this research included all women within the age range of 18 to 54 who were wronged by their spouses’ infidelity, had experienced from 2 to 30 years of common life, and had obtained academic degrees. All these individuals had referred to Tehran City Consultation Center in 2015 in order to receive counseling and treatment services. Selection of samples for this study was performed in systematic and convenience modes, and subjects orally announced their consent for participation in this research. Accordingly, a number of 30 subjects were selected and classified into two test and control groups.
Forgiveness therapy based on Islamic viewpoints was conducted in nine 90-minute sessions in format of group consultation. All members of therapeutic and control groups filled the questionnaire of forgiveness and marital adjustment both before and after operation of treatment method. Forgiveness therapy is grounded upon following stages:

The first stage: The victim witnesses herself against a sense (revenge) and a thought (forgiveness). She thinks to herself that she is given the right to retaliate just as much as to forgive. Guided by a psychologist, she thinks that religion verifies that she has been wronged and, thus, she is entitled to retaliate; while, this is better for her to forgive (3).

The second stage: The victim feels that her violation of rights is admitted by all, including religion, and that the offender has, as religion suggests, committed a sin in wronging her rights. Her husband is, thus, subject to prosecution for the sin he has committed. She is made sentient that the Almighty God would take revenge for her even if she either finds herself unable to do so or chooses to forgive him. Even the pettiest vices would be retaliated (3).

The third stage: The victims are made aware of negative consequences of unforgiveness and retaliation. They are instructed about continuity of both mental and physical pains in case of choosing not to forgive. They find that there is no way out but to condone the offender’s mistakes to get rid of such complications. Imam Ali (pbuh) stated: “Infrequent forgiveness is the ugliest of all deficiencies, and acceleration to retaliate leads to the most adverse effects.” He, elsewhere, maintained: “Those who choose not to forgive are subject to appalling collapse” (12).

The fourth stage: The victims find out that they do not have to hold bad conjectures upon others according to both religious and humanistic principles, and that are better to look upon their violators with an eye of mercy and considering his limitations in order to evaluate his position and performance. Imam Ali (pbuh) stated: “You are better to cast your best eye upon actions and conditions of your brother in order not to making sure of the other way round. Never develop in your heart mistrust of your brother as a result of his erroneous speeches and actions for which you might tailor good justifications” (13).

The fifth stage: Therapist could guide victims to re-identify causes of their forgiveness in order to modify their emotions. In this way, victims would be able to discern their violators’ positive points, becoming able to recognize their goodness, services, relativity, being a servant of God, etc. This would gradually lead to achievement of a positive sense as to the violator and forgiving him. The Holy Quran, 57:27, states: “And We placed in the hearts of those who followed him compassion and mercy.” The Holy Prophet (pbuh) points to a certain type of emotional relationship among pious brother and all human beings, identifying it as a humanistic feature.

The sixth stage: Therapist explains that forgiveness is dignity, and insistence on non-forgiveness is driving off creditable values. In this way, therapist provokes victims to forgive. The afflicted victims hereby develop inclination to forgive, paying attention to the fact that tendency to forgiveness is much better. The Holy Prophet (pbuh) indicates that: “This is incumbent on you to stick to forgiveness, since it brings about dignity and honor for the forgiver. Hence, forgive each other in order for the Almighty God to forgive you” (13).

The seventh stage: Victims, after above-mentioned stages, ponder about taking required measures and get inclined to forgive. In developing propensity to forgive in his/her applicants, the therapist makes attempts to review reasons to forgive in order for emotions of the pious victims against their offenders to become more positive. This would result in making the final decision: to forgive. About a pious person, Imam Ali (pbuh) states: “A pious person tends to establish affection-centered relationships. There is no benefaction in a person who neither makes a humanistic relation nor admits one” (13).

The eighth stage: Victims decide to forgive, expressing it by means of behaviors like saying hello, shaking hands, and kissing faces. In case offender is not there, victim expresses that she
does not bear a grudge against the offender. Talking about desirability of successful behaviors from the vantage point of Islam, counselor encourages victims to stick to such behaviors. The Holy Quran, 25:63, indicates that: “And the servants of the Most Merciful are those who walk upon the earth easily, and when the ignorant address them (harshly), they say (words of) peace.”

The final stage: Negative emotions and thoughts to the victims experience a gradual decrease and finally vanish. They are then replaced by positive positions and respectful impressions. There is an encouragement by psychologist and counselor to desirable behaviors such as reestablishing friendly relations and paying charity. Considering the best values and dignities as disregarding others’ mistakes, Imam Ali (pbuh) indicates: “One of the most respected behaviors of a benefactor and noble person is to overlook others’ mistakes from which he/she gets acquainted” (13).

Forgiveness Questionnaire: The main scale has 16 items, which were reduced to 15 after conduction of factor analysis. Sample items included I wish goodness for the one who wronged me or I am able to appease my anger when the ignorant address them (harshly), they say (words of) peace.”

Table 1: mean and standard deviation of variables forgiveness and adjustment as separated by stages and groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forgiveness</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>19.16</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital adjustment</td>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>18.11</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>34.33</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cronbach’s alpha of this tool was calculated to be 0.78 by test-retest method in a one-week duration. Reliability coefficient of this instrument was obtained to be 0.79 and 0.81 by Cronbach’s alpha and splitting methods (15). Reliability coefficient of the instrument in this research was obtained to be 0.81 and 0.79 by Cronbach’s alpha and splitting methods. Collected data was statistically analyzed using descriptive statistics such as mean and SD as well as inferential statistics like multivariable covariance analysis.

**Result**

Demographic data culled from participants in this study showed that subjects’ age averages in test and control groups were 33.41 and 35.32, respectively. Average of couples’ marriage terms in test and control groups were 9.11 and 10.33, respectively. Table 1 exhibits mean and standard deviation of variables.

As observed in the Table 1, average of forgiveness in control group in pretest and posttest was 19.16 and 18.11, respectively. In test group, however, it was 18.33 and 34.33 in...
Table 3: Results of covariance analysis related to effectiveness of forgiveness therapy based on Islam’s viewpoint on tendency to forgive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
<th>Average of squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Size of impact</th>
<th>Statistical power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>3361.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3361.51</td>
<td>123.99</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>3736.71</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3736.71</td>
<td>137.83</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>723.11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>323171</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The significance being \( P < 0.01 \) for the variable marital adjustment in posttest stage, it was equal to 0.51 in the level of significance being 0.21. Consequently, this is possible to employ covariance test to analyze data. As for effectiveness of forgiveness therapy based on Islam’s viewpoint on marital adjustment, Table 2 expresses that the difference observed among average of marital adjustment posttest scores in control and tests groups is significant \( (P < 0.01) \). Average of test group was higher than average of control group. In other words, this therapeutic method has been able to leave significant impacts on marital adjustment of the women afflicted by infidelity.

As for effectiveness of forgiveness therapy based on Islam’s viewpoint on tendency to forgive, Table 3 expresses that the difference observed among average of forgiveness pretest scores in control and tests groups is significant \( (P < 0.01) \), given the forgiveness pretest scores. Average of test group was higher than average of control group. In other words, this therapeutic method has been able to leave impacts on forgiveness of the women afflicted by infidelity.

**Discussion**

After disclosure of infidelity, therapists are responsible for treatment of post-traumatic reactions and increasing the victims’ capability to deal with the issue (16). The present study was intended to investigate effectiveness of forgiveness therapy based on Islam’s viewpoint on marital adjustment and tendency to forgive in the women afflicted by infidelity. This method has a significant impact on increased marital adjustment degrees. The results were found to be aligned with prior research (17). The couples who do not have sufficient skills to deal with and forgive conflicts might surrender upon encountering issues as they predict that outcome of their discussions would be negative. In this way, anger and disagreement ensuing from non-forgiven mistakes would be continued, causing their compatibility to be seriously reduced. Marital conflicts are rooted in absence of sympathy and inability to forgive. The couples who are unable to forgive and resolve marital conflicts in their common life are 67% more likely to divorce in the first three years of their marriage (18). Most women who are unsatisfied from their common life due to inability to forgive are subject to communicational problems as they are unable to forgive mistakes made by others. Severe conflicts and mental pressures disturb the relationships made between couples, on the one hand, and their children, on the other.

Awareness of forgiveness therapy techniques and reduced tensions between couples largely result in resolution of problems and increased quality of family life (19). In investigation of impact of forgiveness therapy on intimacy and trust in marital relations between 201 couples whose marriage term had persisted more than one year, it was revealed that application of forgiveness therapy in current relationships has significant effect on degree of reliance in relations between spouses. Forgiveness is a psychological structure and a therapeutic approach to treat communicational problems and marital conflicts (20). The spouses who
forgive mistakes made one another would experience higher degrees of commitment. Forgiving mistakes made by oneself and others reduce stress, hostility, and aggressive behavior in interpersonal relationships, making individuals to experience healthier relationships (21). Results of studies showed that forgiveness therapy based on Islam’s viewpoints has a significant effect on increased tendency to forgive by women. These results were aligned with prior research (4). Forgiveness provoked a reduction in individuals’ stress level. Findings report that forgiveness elevates intimacy and reliance between couples and makes them closer to one another. According to Islam’s vantage point, forgiveness, as a therapeutic method in modification of one’s behaviors toward others, assists one to better discover himself/herself and get able to identify those who have wronged him/her with respect to their limitations. In this way, one would be able to forgive others’ mistakes and draw himself/herself out of affliction.

Results showed that victims, after getting on above stages, thinking about the pains ensuing therefrom, and getting to know others’ limitations, would be able to draw themselves out of affliction and arrive at serenity. Aligned with the outcomes obtained here, studies show that forgiveness brings about a decrease in anxiety and depression degrees in college students (22). Another study undertook to examine impact of forgiveness on reduced anxiety and depression levels and improved interpersonal relations. There are studies about forgiveness and its impacts on healthiness of body and spirit. Forgiveness is directly associated with health and improved social relations (23). It brings about development of self-reliance, reduction of blood pressure, and regulation of heart beat.

**Conclusion**

Forgiveness is able to help individuals experience better night’s sleep and replace negative thoughts by positive ones. Reaching onto the stage in which one becomes able to rationally forgive others requires passage of time, since it is a rational and multistage process. Internal forgiveness gets back to one’s thoughts and internalities. Internal forgiveness, as a matter of fact, is in agreement with religious and mental subjects and thus possesses certain divine prestige just like the prays which holy prophets made for wrongdoers, since it relates to forgiving an offender before he/she demands so. Give our Islamist country, this is hoped that this type of mythology grows to constitute basis of treatment of mental and behavioral disorders in people. Yet, this study comes with some limitations that should be taken into consideration upon generalization of results. Application of a questionnaire, for instance, that is not specific to certain marital relations pushes forward some limitations. Given the fact that children born in families afflicted by infidelity confront intense tensions and strife ensuing from complications of betrayal, this is proposed to attach importance to arrangement of therapeutic sessions appropriate for instruction of the children born in such families.
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